Ml350 trailer hitch

Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your
hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating,
compare ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system
rating is the lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of
the ball, or around the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to
upgrade? Not sure what you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch
system installation or free towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the
condition of your Tow Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this
alert. If you are planning to tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the
condition of your tow vehicle. Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles,
depending upon their condition. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert.
Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete.
In-Store Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you
may see additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes,
We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car,
truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model
Choose Features Choose All Wheel Drive. Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top.
Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as
strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can
usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball
rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for
your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into
your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a
U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In.
Rate Experience. Skip to main content of results for "ml trailer hitch". Skip to main search
results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New
Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to
Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb
Amazon's Choice for ml trailer hitch. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon.
Only 9 left in stock more on the way. FREE Shipping. Draw-Tite Trailer Hitch, Black. Only 7 left
in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Need
help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Whatever your task at hand -- whether it's launching that boat before
daybreak, setting up your camper before the rush or getting a final load to the dump before
close -- CURT class 3 trailer hitches offer the strength needed for serious towing. They make it
easy to hitch up and Bring It, offering a vehicle-specific fit and the weight capacity to handle a
variety of trailers. Custom class 3 hitches are the most common type of receiver hitch for
pickup trucks and SUVs. Because of their weight range, they are also found on full-size cars,
crossovers and minivans. Each custom-fit class 3 hitch package is made for vehicle-specific
mounting. It provides a weight carrying capacity of 3, lbs. GTW and lbs. It is also compatible
with a weight distribution hitch for level towing and a rating of 4, lbs. WD and lbs. Each class 3
hitch has a 2" receiver tube and is tested in accordance with SAE J for safety. To ensure that
CURT class 3 receiver hitches have what it takes for serious trailering, they are designed using
a hands-on approach and are constructed with rugged, high-strength steel and precise welding.
We also protect our class 3 hitches in a co-cured finish of liquid A-coat and black powder coat
for superior resistance to rust, chipping and UV damage. CURT offers custom trailer hitches,

electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence
and enjoy every mile of the journey. At CURT, we think every hitch should offer a
vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next
adventure. To truly let you Bring It, our custom receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a
co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and out, and durable powder coat. Our hitches come
in five classes, offering a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. We use actual
vehicles and cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs that are strong, functional and
tailor-made to fit your unique make and model. A combination of robotic welding and skilled
manual welding ensures production efficiency, optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise
fit for each hitch. For maximum protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured
in a liquid Bonderite undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications.
Camping trips with family and friends build memories that last a lifetime. CURT offers the
equipment needed to tow everything from teardrop trailers and popup campers to full-length
travel trailers. Add even more adventure by utilizing the receiver tube of your hitch for a CURT
hitch-mounted bike rack or cargo carrier. Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor
therapeutic? Do you love lounging on the water with a fishing rod in one hand and a cold drink
in the other? No matter where your next aquatic adventure lies, we offer the weight capacity to
tow everything from a simple fishing boat to a small yacht. And with our co-cured finish applied
to each custom hitch, moisture and rust will be the least of your worries. Is speed the adrenaline
rush you need to get through your week? Do you live on the edge and constantly push yourself
to new limits? For added safety and security on the road, we also offer a variety of cargo straps
to keep your toys locked down tight. Tough jobs require serious tools. From the farm to the
construction site to the industrial park, CURT class 5 hitches are designed and tested to keep
up with the hardworking lifestyle. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason
in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest
delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 10 hrs and 38 mins Details. Only 9 left in stock more on the
way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different
address. Ships from. Sold by. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add
both to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from and sold
by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click
here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Installation Manual [PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer The information provided is
for general informational purposes only. From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play
takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT Trailer
Hitches We offer a custom fit for nearly every vehicle At CURT, we think every hitch should offer
a vehicle-specific design, meaning seamless integration and a reliable connection for your next
adventure. But our standards don't stop at vehicle-specific To truly let you Bring It, our custom
receiver hitches are made in the USA and have a co-cured finish of liquid Bonderite, inside and
out, and durable powder coat. We make over 1, different hitch models Our hitches come in five
classes, offering a range of weight capacities and receiver tube sizes. Key features of CURT
hitches Vehicle-specific design for a custom fit every time Dual-layer rust, chip and UV-resistant
finish Weight capacities ranging from 2, to 20, lbs. Manufactured to let you enjoy your passion.
Expertly engineered We use actual vehicles and cutting-edge software to develop hitch designs
that are strong, functional and tailor-made to fit your unique make and model. Precisely welded
A combination of robotic welding and skilled manual welding ensures production efficiency,
optimal strength, clean weld lines and a precise fit for each hitch. Co-cured finish For maximum
protection, our hitches are mechanically descaled and co-cured in a liquid Bonderite
undercoating, inside and out, and durable black powder coat finish. Thoroughly tested Our
custom-fit trailer hitches are not only made in America, but every design is rigorously tested for
safety and performance at our Detroit testing facility according to SAE J specifications. Relax
on the water Do you find the bubbling sound of a boat motor therapeutic? Conquer new terrain
Is speed the adrenaline rush you need to get through your week? Master the job Tough jobs
require serious tools. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? See

questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This trailer hitch was
installed on a ML without air suspension and not BlueTec. Due to the high ground clearance of
the vehicle, access was not a problem. Instructions were excellent. Original instructions are
available on the Curt website if you want to look at them beforehand. The horizontal part of the
hitch actually fits inside the bumper and hangs off the lower bumper shock mounting bolts. A
deep 13 mm socket is needed. There is no need for the torx bit nor the center punch. Use a
sharp utility knife in conjunction with the shears. The fascia is the bottom of the rear bumper. In
the lower center part of the bumper where the hitch will protrude out cut off the small black
piece of plastic. There is a small metal tab that the piece of plastic is attached to. I bent it back
into the bumper rather than cutting it off. This piece needs to be removed because it will
interfere with the hitch installation. I would start with step 2 rather than step 1. It will give you
better access for step 1. In step 2, use the 13 mm deep socket with the extension to remove the
cover. The cover also serves as a place to hold the bolts that are removed. In step 1, remove the
4 screws using a 10 mm socket. Then remove the center bracket using a 10 mm socket. This
bracket is made of plastic and only serves to keep the bumper from flexing. The trailer hitch will
now serve this purpose. In step 3, you will need to bend back the heat shields to access the
nuts. Use a 16 mm wrench to remove the nuts. A socket wrench will not fit. Do step 5 before
step 4. Remove the 2 plugs one on either side of the center plug before doing step 4. Note: you
will only see 4 of the 5 plugs. In step 4, it will be less work to leave the 2 fascia brackets in
place. However, it is almost impossible to get the hitch into position with only one person if
these brackets are in place. I ended up removing one bracket 10 mm socket and sliding the
hitch between the other bracket and the bumper. Note that the hitch fits between the bracket
and the bumper. I then reinstalled the nuts and tightened them as much as I can. I did not use a
torque wrench here since it would not fit. Reinstallation of the fascia bracket took some time
because the trailer hitch is now in the way. Do step 9 here. In step 7, use caulk on the bolts
before installing to ensure a watertight seal. Use lots of caulk. In step 8, the bolts on the truck
pan were tightened with a torque wrench. The pan cover was cut after dry fitting the cover to
verify the cut location. Not sure what is the purpose of the pan cover. There was minimal rusting
of the parts and I only had a few particles fall on my face during this installation. I would do it
again. If the vehicle had a low ground clearance, I would definitely put it on car jacks for easier
access. I purchased the Curt wiring kit to go with this installation. When I receive it, I will post
my review there. As a side note, the vehicle is rated to tow 6, lbs. This hitch is rated for 3, lbs.
After doing my research I finally found this trailer hitch for my Mercedes Ml rwd. I debated
getting it installed professionally to save myself the headache and frustration, but aired on the
side that I would take my time and give it a shot. I would recommend getting another set of
hands to help with maneuvering and placing the hitch into place, and also a set of eye-wear for
when you are under the car loosening rusted bolts. Finally I want to give a shout out to W.
Chilson whose review is 1, follow the steps and it was a breeze. One person found this helpful.
Fit perfectly with no trimming. I have a ML Perfect fit, looks great. I highly recommend this hitch
for ML. The holes for the trunk pan don't exaaaactly line up, but they're close enough, and
overall build quality is solid. I had a professional install it and it seems to fit perfectly. Images in
this review. Easy install, steps provided. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: Car Ramps , trailer hitch bike rack , horse trailer parts and accessories ,
rust cure , Trailer Lift Kits. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Trends Auto. High-gloss black.
Carbide black. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Mercedes Benz ML Hitch. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Hitch
part. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Receiver Tube Size. Maximum Gross Trailer Weight.
Maximum Tongue Weight. Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Part Number: CUR Vehi
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cle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Receiver Tube Size : 2 in. Receiver
Maximum Gross Trailer Weight : lbs. Universal Fit. Rise; 0. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7
results. Receiver Hitch. Sep 10, The shipping was surprisingly fast, I got my part the next day!
Fit my ML U-haul installed it without any issues. Alisha Wagner. Purchased on Aug 26, Jun 11,
Curt Hitch. Solid hitch that fits well with my Mercedes Benz ML Easy install! Meets my needs for
this vehicle. Purchased on Aug 10, Helpful Automotive Resources. Step Bumper vs Receiver
Hitch Meanwhile, a receiver hitch is a type of towing hitch that mounts to the frame of a vehicle.
Most receiver hitches fit on the rear, but some can attach to the front or underneath the bumper.
The rear-mount type is for towing a trailer behind your vehicle. On the other. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

